
SIRC True Perspectives, March 20, 2018. 

It was a “good news/bad news” afternoon for the 70 + attendees at the SIRC True 

Perspectives seminar. The bad news was that the announced speaker, Lee Smith, 

County Manager, was ill and could not attend. (Get well soon Mr. Smith). The 

good news was that he sent the new Chatham County Police Chief, Jeff Hadley 

to fill in. It provided a great opportunity for guests to get an early, in depth 

exposure to this very key, high visibility county leader.  

Jeff Hadley was born in South Florida, spent time in Indiana and Michigan and 

came here after 10 years as Chief of Police in Kalamazoo, Michigan. He is 

married, the father of 6 children and his wife and the 2 youngest will join him here 

soon.   

Chief Hadley chose not to give a formal presentation but rather to conduct an 

extended Q & A session. Some of the topics raised were: 

 Reporting. He reports to Lee Smith, County Manager 

 Staffing. A main focus early on. Must get up to 140 or so. Will probably 

take 6 months or so to get up to strength. 

 Split with Savannah. Going smoothly. Staff who transfer from Savannah to 

County get same vetting as new hires.  

 Salary. Not really an issue. Entry levels are comparable to competing 

municipalities. Would like to see salary at levels so officers would not feel it 

necessary to have a second job. 

 School safety. Must work on hardening the target entry ways, blocking 

access etc. But don’t build a prison. That said, if someone is intent on causing 

harm, it is hard to stop him/her. 

 911 Response. Now have 6 or 8 different centers in various municipalities 

which can lead to confusion and inefficiencies. So plan is for the County to take 

over the total responsibility. 

 Allocation of manpower. Looked at number of calls in various areas over 

time (say Wilmington Is. Vs. Skidaway etc.) and also physical boundaries – 

bridges, access. And then be aware of changing needs and adjust accordingly. 

 Other than staffing – main concern is establishing adequate records systems 

and case management systems. 



Opioid problem. It is, of course, a public health problem but law 

enforcement has a roll. Officers are trained on techniques to distinguish various 

drugs when at crime scenes etc.  

 If City of Skidaway happens, do you see any problems with the idea of 

purchasing police protection from the County? Not really. Chief and staff have met 

with Tim Cook and Landings staff and are fully aware of status. 

So what kind of “first impression” did the new Chief make? One guest had the 

last question – a comment rather than a question. He stated he felt the County 

Manager and the County Commissioners had done a very good job in selecting the 

new Chief. That was followed by the longest applause of the evening! 

 

Our District Four County Commissioner, Pat Farrell also spoke at the 

meeting to review some current County initiatives:  

 McWhorter will be re-surfaced later this year; looking at need for additional 

youth recreational facilities; A new Memorial stadium is going up – will be ready 

for fall events; adjacent community building will be added next year; special study 

being conducted on cyber problem prevention in County systems; a Diversion 

Center or mental health crises center is planned as a place to put people rather than 

in the Jail for a few days; 3 new soccer fields with synthetic surfaces being added; 

stay focused on the next SPLOST election in 2020 if we go to City of Skidaway.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

     


